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from Russia or China. It is the result of a home grown American reaction
against Christianity which is showing itself in this economic system
and IX1I which will result in humanly
speaking means the downfall of the material values we have had.

Now it God's will for us that we show our love for Him
by standing for Him in the midst of such a situation. But I believe
we should make our voice heard and do what we can in favor of
those things which have in developing this which we have. I've
heard it said, Isn't it terrible; one-sixth of the people of the world
are in the U.S.A. And this one-sixth consumes one-half of what is
produced in the worldl" Then I saw this statement put in its proper
perspective. One-sixth of the people of the world are in the U.S.A
and this one-sixth is producing one-half of what is produced in the
world. (what's consumed (?) by the world). That's the situation we
have. In the Russian system theyhave to buy grain from us. Under
the China system they have to buy grain from us. These other systems
do not work.

Now there is great talk against the Prime Minister of India. Indira
Ghandi has done away with democracy to a large extent. But what is less
noticed is that she to quite an extent has gone back upon the things
she has been talking of all these years of government control of every
thing and is giving more freedom in the economic system. The result has
been that in the last 6 months India has improved economically morethan
in any two years before because she has gone back on what she taught
but perhaps her reason for a democracy is that she knew
that the people would not stand for such a on her part.

Let us keep our eyes on the Lord. Let k us keep our eyes on His
Word. Let us realize that one soul that lives for all eternity is
more important than any nation on earth. But 0 let us remember that we
do have a duty to the nations on earth. And our duty is to
try to preserve the values that have made America what it is and to
try to turn back the toward what is good in these attitudes.
Back from the trememdous progress that we have made in the opposite
direction. And to try to bring to these other nations not
simply that they should on top, but to bring them to them the
type of system that under God was established with the ability that
has been characteristic of our nation ever since its

Our Father we thank you for your word. That it has the answer for
all that is vital. We thank you that we know that human and plans
cannot accomplish, cannot build a perfect world, but can only tear down

the individual. We thank you that the blessing of God
has so on this nation. We can praise you for these 200 yrs.
of progress. And 0 our God we see our country moving in the opposite
direction. We see it has moved a long way. 0 our God bring America
back to its Bring it back to giving the Bible the central
place in all its and cause our leaders and politicains to see
the following of the HZZö will of the wisp of a governmental
system that leads only to deterioration and decay, and to put their
attention on the primary purposes for which this nation was founded
like to protect life and give all its citizens opportunities to
pursue happiness. We ask in Jesus' Name. Amen.
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